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On-Page Optimization
Recommendations

All About Hydroponic Gardening

On-Page Recommendations
Target URL:
Target Keywords: hydroponic gardening, grow light, germination station
SEO Letter Grade: A
Internal Linking Options:
https://express.google.com/s?cat=B.536784 

Keyword

Min 
Volume

Max 
Volume Difficulty Opportunity Potential

Traffic 
Forecast

Primary: hydroponic 
gardening

1,700 2,900 44 100% 69 2,900

Related: grow light 6,500 9,300 48 88% 74 8,184

Related: germination 
station

201 500 23 96% 61 480

Recommendation/Comment Status
Page Title All About Hydroponic Gardening Recommended

Meta Description
Learn about the types of hydroponic gardening you can do at home 
and how you can get the most out of grow lights, germination 
stations, and other equipment.

Recommended

URL Structure /all-about-hydroponic-gardening Recommended

Current Performance

Traffic # of Keywords Ranking
(this page)

Top Keyword Volume of Top
Keyword

Ranking Position for This
Page for Top Keyword

Notes / Additional Recommendations

https://express.google.com/s?cat=B.536784


Recommended Content Changes
Highlighted Yellow: Highlight the KWs throughout in yellow.
Keywords: hydroponic gardening, grow light, germination station

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Main Body Content

<h1>Hydroponic gardening</h1>

Subhead: Manage grow lights, germination stations, and more.

Mweb Headline: All about hydroponic gardening

Body Text / Introductory Copy: Hydroponic gardening is a soilless form of gardening that instead uses water 
systems to grow plants. It is quickly expanding the scope of urban gardening with high quality plants that take 
up less space and consume less resources than traditional gardening. Say goodbye to soil as we take you 
through the wide variety of options and considerations you should keep in mind when starting a hydroponic 
garden of your own.

Source: (Source: Maximum Yield)

Callout ID No. 1: Hydroponic Gardening DWC_Feature_Pots & Planters
Headline: What is a DWC system?
Body: Deep water culture systems (DWC) keep a plant’s roots submerged in a nutrient solution. It uses a 
pump to aerate the plant and is one of the easiest systems to maintain in hydroponic gardening. This form of 
gardening is often used to grow heavy yield crops like tomatoes, strawberries, and peppers. 
Source: (Source: Better Homes & Gardens, Maximum Yield)
CTA: Shop deep water culture systems

Callout ID No. 2: Hydroponic Gardening Ebb_Feature_Pots & Planters
Headline: What are the parts of an ebb and flow system?
Body: Ebb and flow systems in hydroponic gardening make use of a tray where the plants rest in a neutral 
growing medium. A pump pushes water into the system from a connected reservoir with nutrient solution. 
Plants get oxygen in this setup by being only partially submerged in the flowing water.
Source: (Source: Maximum Yield)
CTA: Shop hydroponic gardens

Callout ID No. 3: Grow Light Hydroponic_Feature_Grow Light Bulbs
Headline: Feed your hydroponic systems with light
Body: If you grow your hydroponic garden out of direct light, investing in grow lights will ensure that your 
plants still get energy they need to grow and produce. Grow lights imitate cycles of outdoor sunlight, so 
consider investing in an electric timer to ensure your lights turn on and off consistently.
Source: (Source: The Spruce)
CTA: Shop   grow light   bulbs

https://express.google.com/u/0/s?cat=B.536004
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?cat=B.536004
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?cat=B.536004
https://www.thespruce.com/hydroponic-lighting-basics-1939224
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=hydroponic%20garden
https://www.maximumyield.com/the-6-most-common-types-of-hydroponic-systems-found-in-modern-grow-rooms/2/3614
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=deep%20water%20culture%20system
https://www.maximumyield.com/definition/154/deep-water-culture-dwc
https://www.bhg.com/gardening/design/projects/how-to-build-a-hydroponic-garden/
https://www.maximumyield.com/hydroponics-pros-and-cons-of-hydroponic-gardening/2/3049


Callout ID No. 4: Hydroponic Gardening Aeroponic_Feature_Seed Starter Kits
Headline: Used advanced aeroponic technology to grow at home
Body: Aeroponic systems are one of the most advanced methods of hydroponic gardening: Plants are 
suspended in net baskets contained in an enclosure and sprayed with nutrient solutions at specific intervals. 
These systems tend to be more expensive, but often result in high yield.
Source: (Source: Maximum Yield)
CTA: Shop aeroponic gardens

Callout ID No. 5: Germination Station Hydroponic_Feature_Greenhouses
Headline: Grow soilless seeds for simple hydroponic planting
Body: Growing your own seeds for hydroponic gardening can help you avoid shocking transplanted seedlings 
or damaging their roots. Germination stations will provide you with a safe growing medium that will give 
seeds the moisture they need without dissolving in the process.
Source: (Source: Maximum Yield)
CTA: Shop hydroponic   germination station  s

Callout ID No. 6: Hydroponic Gardening Drip_Feature_Pots & Planters 
Headline: What are hydroponic drip systems?
Body: Drip systems are relatively simple to set up and can be an economic option for water control, as they 
use only what each individual plant needs. These hydroponic gardening systems use a separate container for 
each plant, with each plant connected to a drip system using a nutrient solution.
Source: (Maximum Yield)
CTA: Shop hydroponic gardens

Editing Rubric for GX Pages

The Meta Content...

https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=hydroponic%20garden
https://www.maximumyield.com/definition/479/drip-system
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=hydroponic%20germination%20station
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=hydroponic%20germination%20station
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=hydroponic%20germination%20station
https://www.maximumyield.com/hydroponic-seed-starting-101-a-primer-for-beginners/2/3328
https://express.google.com/u/0/s?q=aeroponic%20garden
https://www.maximumyield.com/the-6-most-common-types-of-hydroponic-systems-found-in-modern-grow-rooms/2/3614


RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Has bolded keywords under the Keyword section. EP
… Has a page title =< 50 characters, separated by |, and does not 
include “Google Express.”

EP

… Has a meta description written per GX style => 140 characters and 
=< 160 characters.

EP

… Includes keywords in the page title and meta description. EP
… Has each keyword highlighted. EP
… Has a URL that is clear and indicative of the page content (start 
with /, and write “and” and not “&”).

EP

Comments:

The Headline...

RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is =< 24 characters and has sentence case without any periods. EP
… Is compelling and clear. EP

… Is bolded. EP

Comments:

The Subhead...

RUBRIC Writer’s
Initials

Editor’
s 
Initials

… Is =< 51 characters and has sentence case with a period. EP
… Expands upon the headline effectively. EP

Comments:

The MWeb Headline...

RUBRIC Writer’
s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is =< 51 characters and has sentence case without a period. EP



… OK to repeat portions of headline or subhead. EP
… Prioritizes clarity, SEO, and cleverness EP

Comments:

The Introductory Copy...

RUBRIC Writer’s
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is only 2-3 sentences long. EP
… Leads with an Insight (see Google Guide) or Helpful Tip (Declarative
Statement).

EP

… Has correct grammar and syntax usage. EP
… Effectively pivots to to explain/introduce following callouts. EP
… Has substantive sentences that answer questions or offer non-
obvious info.

EP

… Is true to the Google voice by staying informative, friendly, non-
assumptive, and direct.

EP

… Has each keyword highlighted. EP
… Has a recent (2016+), reliable, non-retail source if it’s based on 
outside information.

EP

Comments:

Callout #... 1 2 3 4 5 6 Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is formatted correctly with its respective 
unique Keyword_Callout Type_Category

x x x x x x EP

… Has an appropriate Callout Type for its 
page type (Top Brands, Buying Guide, etc.)

x x x x x x EP

… Has a sentence case headline with =< 51 
characters and no period.

x x x x x x EP

… Has a text body =< 300 characters long. x x x x x x EP

… Is based on a reliable, non-retail source 
within 2016-2019.

x x x x x x EP

… Has working links to the sources used and
a related product’s Google Express page.

x x x x x x EP

… Has correct grammar and syntax usage. x x x x x x EP



… Flows well and reads naturally. x x x x x x EP

… Is true to the Google voice by staying 
informative, non-assumptive, and direct.

x x x x x x EP

… Has substantive sentences that answer 
questions or offer non-obvious info.

x x x x x x EP

… Gets the most mileage out of its character
limitations.

x x x x x x EP

… Contains one or more highlighted 
keywords for the page.

x x x x x x EP

… Has its CTA fully hyperlinked (do not say 
“here”).

x x x x x x EP

Comments:

Editing Rubric for GX Pages



Copyscape Check...

RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Login to the Copyscape tool 
… Username: axis41content
… Password: sx5c4dBmq7NYTxP

EP

… Run content through Copyscape to ensure it is original and has not 
been duplicated.

EP

… Revise and rework any content that appears “lifted” from the source. EP

Cribbing Check...

RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… After having utilized Copyscape, make sure you review the content 
again. (When we're explaining technical or expert info. that's difficult to 
put into our own words, lifts appear. Watch out for "lifting" terms 
directly from the source without adding an explanation.)

EP

Word Counter...

RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Run portions through the Word Counter to ensure they are at the 
correct length. (Pieces will be returned to writers that exceed the 
character count.)

EP

The Meta Content...

RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Has bolded keywords under the Keyword section. EP
… Has a page title =< 50 characters, separated by |, and does not 
include “Google Express.”

EP

… Has a meta description written per GX style as well as tone  => 140 
characters and =< 160 characters.

EP

… Includes keywords in the page title and meta description. EP
… Has each keyword highlighted. EP
… Has a URL that is clear and indicative of the page content (start 
with /, and write “and” and not “&”).

EP

Comments:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v2jmqD6MkBYUA_n0omBdGTrcAhcc_fWe2lQ8FL2bBjc/edit
https://wordcounter.net/
https://www.copyscape.com/login.php
https://www.copyscape.com/login.php


The Headline...

RUBRIC Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is =< 24 characters and has sentence case without any periods. EP
… Balance between compelling and clear (works with subhead to create
a clear idea of what's to follow.)

EP

… Is bolded. EP

Comments:

The Subhead...

RUBRIC Writer’s
Initials

Editor’
s 
Initials

… Is =< 51 characters and has sentence case with a period. EP
… Expands upon the headline effectively. EP

Comments:

The MWeb Headline...

RUBRIC Writer’
s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is =< 51 characters and has sentence case without a period. EP
… OK to repeat portions of headline or subhead. (Can be a combo of 
headline and subhead.)

EP

… Prioritizes clarity, SEO, and cleverness. EP

Comments:

The Introductory Copy...

RUBRIC Writer’s
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Introduce callouts in a clear, logical way. (The intro. copy should 
connect to the callouts below and explain what is to come. Sentences 

EP



need to connect to one another.)
… Is only 2-3 sentences long. (Crisp writing is ideal. But we've got a bit 
of leeway here, based on topic, complexity, and sentence length; for 
medical-ish themes, we'll also want to include a disclaimer, a la -- > 
Note: Consult your physician (or talk to a medical professional) before 
you take.)

EP

… Leads* with an Insight or interesting info. (see Google Guide) or 
Useful Tip (Declarative Statement).*The info/tip can come in the 2nd 
sentence, but be sure avoid a wordy wind-up (look at the Table Setting 
piece as reference.)
… Has correct grammar and syntax usage. EP
… Effectively pivots to to explain/introduce following callouts. EP
… Has substantive sentences that answer questions or offer non-
obvious info. (Backing up obvious info. in an interesting way w/ actual 
facts/numbers can work here, too. For instance, it's pretty obvious that 
bathrooms can get moldy, but having a CDC figure around household 
humidity adds value.)

EP

… Is true to the Google voice by staying informative, friendly, 
conversational, warm, and non-assumptive while being direct.

EP

… Has each keyword highlighted. EP
… Has a recent (2016+), reliable, non-retail source. Older sources can 
be OK for evergreen facts, but consider the intention and authority of the
source.

EP

Comments:

Callout #... 1 2 3 4 5 6 Writer’s 
Initials

Editor’s 
Initials

… Is formatted correctly with its respective 
unique Keyword_Callout Type_Category

x x x x x x EP

… Has an appropriate Callout Type for its 
page type (Top Brands, Buying Guide, etc.)

x x x x x x EP

… Has a sentence case headline with =< 51 
characters and no period. (Headline should 
make sense on its own AND in conjunction 
with other callouts.)

x x x x x x EP

… Has a text body =< 300 characters long. x x x x x x EP
… PT. 1 Is based on a reliable, non-retail 
source within 2016-2019. (Jen is ok with 
retailers as a source IF they sell on GX and 

x x x x x x EP

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v2jmqD6MkBYUA_n0omBdGTrcAhcc_fWe2lQ8FL2bBjc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NiuKTIH7tyGAvu3th4YkdbtCcvpMH_B5CVDooq8Syz4/edit


the information is informative vs. 
promotional.)
… PT. 2 Intention + Authority of sources also
come into play. For instance, a page on 
hiking gear might reference REI to add a 
credibility boost. (If a site's aim is to collect 
affiliate fees from a competitor, best to find 
another.)

x x x x x x EP

… PT. 3 Older sources are OK for evergreen
facts (the square mileage of Hawaii), but 
newer is better for controversial or mutable 
details, like the number of active volcanoes 
in Hawaii. 

x x x x x x EP

…. Has working links to the sources used 
and a related product’s Google Express 
page.

x x x x x x EP

… Has correct grammar and syntax usage. x x x x x x EP
… Flows well and reads naturally. VERY 
important. Read aloud before filing. Ask: Is 
this what I mean? Does this sound like a 
warm, knowledgeable human? Does the 
copy tell a story, or is it just a bunch of facts?

x x x x x x EP

… Is true to the Google voice by staying 
informative, non-assumptive, and direct.

x x x x x x EP

… Has substantive sentences that answer 
questions or offer non-obvious info.

x x x x x x EP

… Gets the most mileage out of its character
limitations. (Hoover out "very," "actually" and
other filler words in favor of stronger 
(shorter) words, as needed.) 

x x x x x x EP

… Contains one or more highlighted 
keywords for the page.

x x x x x x EP

… Has its CTA fully hyperlinked (do not say 
“here”).

x x x x x x EP

Comments:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v2jmqD6MkBYUA_n0omBdGTrcAhcc_fWe2lQ8FL2bBjc/edit

